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About This Content

Homura Banto joins the team from Jaleco's classic baseball series: Bases Loaded.

Contents

Homura hits the field swinging away, using his bat to attack. Hit enemy shots back and deal a grandslam's worth of damage at
close range!

Hear the familiar shout of Home Run! as Homura unleases a deadly bunt attack!
His bomber unleashes an avalanche of unwan... er, pristine game cartridges, dealing huge retro damage to everything in their

path!
Blast away to the exclusive remix track in Time Attack Mode (BGM Type > Classic Type)!

Banto can be used in Arcade Mode + and scores using him can be recorded on the on-line leaderboards.
The DLC also adds a new page to the Data Mode HD library where you can look at flyers, screenshots and other documents

related to Moero!! Pro Yakyu (Bases Loaded) while listening to commentary by the game's characters.

Character Profile

Homura Banto (voice: Nobuyuki Hiyama)

Introducing Homura Banto, the first ever mascot that resulted from a bug in a classic console baseball game. Though corrected
for the US release, Japan's Bases Loaded is famous even now for a bug which allowed home runs to be hit with a bunt, hence
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Homura's name.
Homura's character design is courtesy of none other than the legendary Kenichi Sonoda! (Suchie Pai, Riding Bean, Gunsmith

Cats).
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Not an awfully bad game, but too limited in my opinion.
- only three unit types
- pincer moves are not possible, since you can only "activate" one sector at a time;
- flanking movements are pretty useless, since enemies don't care about being threatened from the rear or flanks, unless a supply
line is in danger
- tactical retreats are not possible; once in a contested sector, you are forced to duke it out, sometimes for several turns on end,
so your units could be stuck there for the rest of the game
- strict time limit, no possibility to switch off the timer that ends the game

- they say the A.I. is smart, but I cannot confirm that beyond doubt;

When playing the Allies, the A.I. set up a good defense, but when I shifted sides and let the A.I. play the attacking Germans, it
didn't go all that well. The German A.I. started off good, but once I blocked every possible route of advance, the A.I. didn't
know what to do anymore. It started moving around units without purpose, moving them to one place and then moving them
back again. At first it seemed like some sort of a plan to prepare a breakthrough, but nothing like that happened. I waited for an
attack to happen, passing every turn to him, but the A.I. wouldn't engage, wouldn't attack anymore, and kept shifting units up
and down the line without any apparent plan or idea what to do. After minutes of fooling around, the game finally crashed,
saving the A.I. a humiliating defeat.

- It also looks like they made the Bastogne sector A.I. especially resilient against german attacks; no matter how overwhelming
the odds, somehow the attacking Germans in the Bastogne sector always seem to miss their targets, making the defenders turn
out extremely tough. "American heroism" is probably the best explanation for this phenomenon.

there are some positive points, like nice graphics, easy-to-understand game mechanics, and effective menus, but still not enough
to really recommend this game. the trailor sold me with the music they used. the in game soundtrack so far is just as arresting. i
immediately fell in love with the tone of this game. it is hard. but i swear it sends me into some kind of trance while im playing
and i like it. 300% worth the price.. Fun physics game. Would be awesome if there was a level builder or something though..
While a little on the short end, extremely cute and funny game.. Honestly should have been included as a regular level and not
dlc.
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This is just not a good game, and it is such a shame because the developer can do WAY better.. A fast passed and addictive
platformer. I LOVE this game, it has excellent audio, both music and voice acting and a wonderful retro art style. Its rely worth
playing. I was intrigued by the graphical style and surreal art choices for this game. I was unable to get through more of an hour
of it due to what seems like overly simplistic, unoriginal gameplay, and poor controls. Perhaps changing the camera controls to
mouselook would be a good start. Also, I don't mind the lack of a proper tutorial but maybe add a few more tips on how to play
the game or what the attributes and statistics actually are.

If you're really patient and need a cheap strategy game maybe you can get to the good parts of this one, but for all my love of
indie gaming I could not do it with the way the game is now. Will revisit in a few months or more.. If you can ignore or
appreciate the retro quality of the graphics and the slightly janky voice acting there is a fun open-world WWII RPG to be had
here. Don't expect realism or super quality assets at the moment but the game works well and is well worth the price. Makes me
nostalgic for Allied Assault and United Offensive in a good way. Many surprisingly interesting features despite some first
impressions. Worth a try if you like WWII, RPG shooters, and\/or hot french resistance babes.. Darkness Assault is an
attempted survival horror game which I personal think for a game that's budgeted (Wait..... Was it budgeted or not?) but
anyways the developer(s) got the job done but they were some things that were a little off putting (For Example: Voice Acting
was meh and the Dialogue could have been better but I heard that the developer(s) were Russian and English wasn't their first
language so I'll let that slid and pass.) Never the less, the game was fine to me. I highly recommend getting this game when it
goes on sale.
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